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Who are we ?

- 2 interns from the same engineering school in Paris called ESILV in Master 1 
of Data Science and AI



- Be ready for O4 by having a functional web platform.
- We want to automate the process of contacting observing teams in order to 

have faster information exchange and measurements of better quality 
because of the early state of the observation.

- Currently, we have our own version of Skyportal to fit GRANDMA’s specific 
needs. It uses SkyPortal as a submodule, and applies changes or adds 
features on top of it. 

- Because of how SkyPortal works (can be used through its API), it is easy for 
us to create “extensions” to help us add data to SkyPortal coming from many 
sources.

Why and how would we use Skyportal for GRANDMA ?



Features useful for GRANDMA

- Authentication
- Add shifts (using the form and the calendar)
- Join/leave a shift
- Add/delete a user to a shift
- Replacement request
- Map of telescopes
- Join/leave a group
- Skyportal-fink-client



Authentication

- You will need to have your account created for Thursday



Authentication



Add shifts



Join & leave a shift



Add and remove users to a shift













What are we currently working on ?

- Add comments on shift
- Shift summary: on the shift page, add the ability to select a shift to see Multi 

Messenger Events that took place during the shift. (We can also select a time 
slot to see what shift took place during that period of time. Then we can also 
see what gcn events were created during each selected shift. In addition, we 
can see which sources are within the localization of the gcn event.

- Default groups, roles and authorizations for the first connection to Skyportal



Add comments to a shift



What features do we want to implement ?

- Add the ability to generate a circular automatically from information collected 
during shifts. (Using results of measurements collected by observation teams)

- Add a feature for observation teams where they can inform if they cannot 
observe. In this case, the team wouldn’t be notified when a follow-up request 
is created.

- Inform users on shift by sending them a notification when an alert is received 
during their shift. We would also like to add the ability for the user to choose 
whether he wants to be notified only when he’s on shift or whenever there is a 
new alert.

- Automatically trigger a follow-up request and an observation plan of an event



What do I need from you ?

- Missing features
- Test the plateform ! To do so, you will have to create an account by Thursday



THANK YOU !


